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opposite: The Italian design Experience – Berloni

this page (top): Hansgrohe

this page (bottom): Totem Kitchen & Cupboards

V i t a l  A l t e r n a t i v e s
compiled by Colin Sharp

A c c e p t i n g  t h At  k i tc h e n s  A n d  b At h r o o m s  A r e  t h e  m o s t  vA l u A b l e  i n t e r i o r s  i n  to d Ay ’ s  m i d -  to  u p p e r -
e c h e lo n  h o m e s ,  t h e y  r e m A i n  v e r y  p e r s o n A l  s pA c e s .  h o w  b e s t  t h e n  to  s p e n d  t h o s e  h A r d - e A r n e d  f u n d s 
o n  t h e  e q u i p p i n g  A n d  d e c o r At i o n  o f  t h e s e  v i tA l  i n t e r i o r s ? 

F O C U S

urther, how far to go in personalisation when 

considering re-sale value? Will the next user 

– should there be one – appreciate the 

signature of the previous owner? Questions 

not easily answered.  

In South Africa today, for both interiors the 

choices are many and varied. They begin with 

budget floor tiles or simulated wood laminates / 

soft-floor claddings, foil-wrapped cabinet carcasses, 

medium-range locally-crafted doors, tiled counter 

/ work surfaces and locally produced appliances 

and tapware / sanware.  At the other end of the 

scale are solid wood / designer-tiled or stone 

floors, imported cabinetry, Corian, Caesarstone or 

other engineered stone work tops and imported 

appliances, sanware / tapware.

For a medium sized kitchen / bathroom space 

the difference in costing between mid- and 

high-end options could be more than R100 000  

per interior. Will the increased spend be that 

noticeable and will a re-coup of expenditure be 

possible? 

While the axiom of kitchen and bathroom re-sale 

value can’t be proven it does apply in many cases, 

any reputable property agent will confirm this. The 

key strategy then is to plan the spaces intelligently 

and apply layers of good taste in décor and choice 

of materials.

Most vital is the planning. If successful, it will 

guarantee ease of function, a prerequisite that 

both these interiors have to achieve.

Taking Stock  

There are show kitchens and there are cooks’ 

kitchens. Ideally, a combination of both is perhaps 

the best option to consider, a space that functions 

efficiently for the established or aspirant home 

cook , while looking good at the same time.  

Integration in interior decoration and design – 

multi-function – is a part of 2011 homes and while 

the bathroom is a more private space, today’s 

kitchen will often need to integrate with dining 

and living areas. 

So, decorative signatures will matter while 

another consideration is hygiene and ease of 

maintenance.  A farmhouse-style kitchen with 

dozens of hanging utensils and shelf-borne 

F
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above: Slavin & Co.

containers might look appealing to some, but it will 

represent a challenge to keep clean. Similarly, metres 

of white horizontal and vertical surfaces, stainless steel 

and halogen lighting can manifest as clinical and overly 

aesthetic. Undoubtedly it will be easy to clean and maintain 

but might appear cold and laboratory-like.

When re-modelling a kitchen, the three main elements 

to consider are: The function the kitchen has to fulfill, the 

style that appeals and the budget available. With a new-

build the same formula applies, but the solution is usually 

easier because there is no necessity to work within an 

existing shell.

As is the case with these twice-annual FOCUSES, Habitat 

asked those in the know locally for informed comment . 

Their input and the images included should offer guidelines 

for these special interiors: 

What defines successful modern kitchen design?

Appreciators of modernity in kitchen design will favour 

clean, clutter-free space with an overall understated 

signature. Minimise accessories and maximise counter 

space, a modern kitchen requires minimal decor and a 

sense of openness. 

Use one or two different definitive shades: black , white, 

grey and beige are contemporary decorating colours and 
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can be successfully applied to kitchen design. Match this 

palette to cabinetry that is sleek and uncluttered, with 

doors and drawers not overwhelmed by intricate knobs, 

handles, trim and other detail. And choose a functional, 

controllable lighting plan – like low-voltage halogen lamps 

on a dimmer system – or easily maintained and simple 

lights, low-hanging from ceiling or bulkheads. Yet also allow 

as much natural light as possible, via sun-controlling blinds 

or sliding shutters.

Behira Belinky who imports Cucine Berloni from Italy 

expands: ‘A contemporary kitchen should be infused with 

brightness, be alluring as a mélange of natural colours, a 

harmony of rigorous lines suited to the space. An interplay 

between full and empty spaces, the worktop cast from 

a single mould where accessories blend harmoniously 

into the surface composition. A broad central island that 

dominates the space (if sufficient) with fully-equipped 

deep drawers (for cutlery crockery pots and pans etc) will 

ensure maximum functionality.

‘It’s a case of compositional simplicity, i.e. units fitted 

with ovens and fridges as well as flush sinks. The style 

and ambience will find expression in new technological 

solutions, details like: integrated pivoting doors, recessed 

handles in frames. It’s a minimalist look with soft lines and 

further, it’s more hygienic and easy to maintain.’ 

David Ross Tilling of Eclipse drawer systems agrees: ‘The 

kitchen must function, it is one of the most lived-in areas of 

the modern home and one of the most expensive interiors 

to equip and finish. So, great care and understanding of 

what it should look like and how it will work , must be 

placed on this space.

‘Automation is playing an increasing role throughout the 

home. It’s now possible to have self-opening and closing 

drawers and top cabinets. They are becoming a pre-

requisite for the initiated homeowner who has the means 

to afford such innovations.’

‘Versatility of materials and finishes is key.’ So says 

George Giorgio of kitchen importers Eurocasa . : ‘If the 

architectural design is ultra hi-tech – perhaps a house with 

many windows and cantilever elements – the kitchen can 

follow this signature with finishes of glass and porcelain and 

/ or exotic wood combined with metal elements. Unique 

natural or man-made stone can be purpose-sculpted 

while features incorporated within the units will play an 

important part in the ambience of the kitchen.’

So, what proportion of SA’s kitchens remain traditional?

Brian Slavin of Slavin & Company the long-established 

this page: Miele SA
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SA designer / manufacturer comments: 

‘Over the last four years the choice was 

heavily weighted in favour of modern 

kitchens but in the last six months we’ve 

observed a gradual return to a 50/50 

balance. However, the Farmhouse, 

Victorian and Tuscan / Provencal 

favourites have morphed into a more 

refined classical / contemporary feel. 

Many clients see this as being pleasingly 

timeless.

‘Certainly for some there is a fear that 

the continual pursuit of pure minimalism 

will mean that kitchens could eventually 

lose all sense of character and personal 

statement . I see it as being very 

important to  ensure a harmony of colour 

and texture with varying materials.’

Stacey Lee Chan of SMEG imported 

appliances says: ‘The simpler,  

understated look using natural materials 

such as dark wood and granite is 

established. However, there are definitely 

people that prefer the older, more 

homely style, of a barn kitchen. It enables 

a definition of personal taste. I also see 

trendy appliances, darker materials, 

more silver metal and facilities for wine 

storage / coolers visible in the kitchen. 

It’s functional and it looks stylish.’

‘As the kitchen has become more of 

a living area than a functional area, its 

design has definitely moved towards a 

more personalised style, says Anthony 
Mederer of Hansgrohe ; i .e. ‘more a 

reflection of the owner, while at the same 

time quality remains paramount . 

‘Often it’s the furnishings and 

appliances that create ambience and 

take centre stage. Even the kitchen mixer 

has achieved this, with the discriminating 

homeowner considering its design and 

how it fits in with the balance of the 

kitchen overall. ’

‘Modern kitchen design has enhanced 

the mood of this living space,’ says Philip 
Richards of manufacturer / importer 

Blu_Line .  ‘It has permitted de-cluttering, 

offering only the essential design 

elements needed and therefore allowing 

more room for the client to enhance 

their living space with personal pieces 

like freestanding furniture and art . I’ve 

also noted how the combination of old 

and new / traditional and contemporary 

has been accepted as a way to introduce 

character to a space without complicating 

the overall design. 

below: Pedini by Blu_Line
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George Giorgio : ‘If the home is of classical design, perhaps with Renaissance 

elements, the kitchen can follow the same style. However, very often architects 

have a vision that involves the eclectic as a foil for overt modernism. This mixing 

and merging of contemporary and classical is an appealing look .’

Staying with the contemporary vernacular – Habitat’s chosen direction – what 

is manifesting as cutting-edge in kitchen design for 2011?

Barry Kaplan of SA-manufactured Risely Kitchens : ‘The feel for 2011 is kind of 

mixed, but certainly there is more of a minimalistic direction, even traditional 

kitchens have straighter lines to them and are less cluttered. We see some 

bright , bold colour, likely in accent areas, but neutral earthy shades are making 

a comeback in Europe; something South Africa has never lost . There is a growing 

emphasis on going green, which means that recycling and energy-saving will 

play an increasingly pivotal role.

‘Fully integrated appliances, dishwashers, fridges and washing machines 

are concealed behind doors, which makes the kitchen less like a commercial 

operation while introducing a sleeker look . Bin’s and drawers are also hidden.’

Mercia de Jager of Miele SA the renowned German appliance manufacturer 

agrees: ‘There’s a drive to create a seamless and fully integrated look . While 

top-quality performance is critical, aesthetic appeal continues to play a key role, 

particularly for open-plan kitchen design. The integration of appliances into the 

cabinetry is a given, clients want to create a clean, streamlined look within what 

is an ever-shrinking space.’

above left: Fedglass Glasskote 

Splashbacks

above: GROHE
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Amy Holland of GROHE feels that: ‘The kitchen must 

combine practical usage consideration as well as aesthetics. 

This is a busy place and needs to facilitate cooking, cleaning, 

washing and entertaining. It has to be slick and effortless.

‘From a faucet perspective, the new GROHE Blue 

sink mixer provides fresh ‘spring’ water i.e. fresh, filtered 

water as well as normal water. It allows for environmental 

consideration and will soon be supplemented by Blue 

II, which will dispense aerated filtered water. So still or 

sparkling water will be literally on tap.’

Philip Richards : ‘The kitchen has become a featured 

living space where one can cook , relax and entertain. Yet it 

can still be a masterpiece of form and function. The design 

of this space should therefore be timeless in appeal and 

neutral in tone, offering a canvas to the client to add their 

own personal touch of art or freestanding furniture. 

‘Kitchen design ongoing will offer a sense of simplicity 

in that the lines will be clean and the spaces uncluttered 

while the colours and textures employed will be warm, 

rich and fresh. A combination of textures and various 

thicknesses of materials will become a popular way of 

adding character to this space; away from clinical rooms 

to a more temperate and thought-through scheme. This 

will still offer the aesthetic appeal of minimalist design, yet 

with the introduction of various materials that enhance the 

overall character of this vital living space.’

Is functionality all-important i.e. ergonomics and 

necessary hygiene?

Wendy Grater of German manufacturer Poggenpohl 
says: ‘Keep it practical and functional, finalise the working 

layout and the aesthetics will follow in terms of choice of 

finishes etc.  The rules involve hygiene and ergonomics but 

many of the new materials for door-fronts, work-surfaces 

and splash-backs do have better hygienic qualities than 

in the past ; e.g. Corian, Silestone, Caesartone, glass and 

stainless steel.

‘Eco-trends in kitchens has also seen manufacturers 

developing more energy-efficient appliances, which also 

operate more quietly, producing less ambient heat . The 

kitchens that win international design awards are those 

that have utilised cutting-edge functionality in sync with 

beautiful and innovative form.’

left: Eclipse Group

this page: Poggenpohl / Alpine German Kitchens
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When re-modelling a kitchen, the three main elements 

to consider are: The function the kitchen has to fulfill, the 

style that appeals and the budget available. With a new-

build, the same formula applies but the solution is usually 

easier because there is no necessity to work within an 

existing shell.

‘Clients today are educated in the latest kitchen trends 

and require a high quality finished product’, says Jo Bond 

of Totem Kitchen and Cupboards a local manufacturer. 

‘The trend is definitely towards more modernity, high gloss 

materials are still very popular but people are combining 

these products with genuine wood to create new and 

individual spaces. Engineered stone, being both durable 

and hygienic, remains high on the list for work surfaces 

while soft-close and anti-slam devices are a priority  

for cabinetry.’

The last word comes from Stephanie Forbes of the KSA 
(Kitchen Specialists Association) the local NGO that seeks 

to maintain standards: ‘This year will be about technology 

and environmental issues. The advances in kitchen 

hardware have been huge with key players in the industry 

offering top-of-the-range automation for kitchen drawers 

and doors.  New advances, like placing heating elements 

under granite or engineered stone to create heating panels 

or hot plates, are also exciting.  At the same time there is a 

growing trend to move to a greener kitchen design by using 

the latest in eco-friendly  materials and accessories such as 

bins, waste-disposal units and energy-friendly appliances.’

opposite top left: Risely Kitchens

opposite top right: Best Italia

left: Eurocasa
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Fluid Movement 

From the obscurity of the Victorian era, the bathroom is now a much revered 

interior in which likely twice as much time is spent than was just a generation 

ago. These are no longer hidden, dank rooms where necessary ablutions are 

carried out . They are increasingly sanctuaries of indulgence and pampering, 

and therefore very personal spaces. Today’s busy people find solitude in their 

bathrooms. 

There are certain ground rules. Space utilisation is a top priority, without 

having to compromise comfort and style. White for sanware is the accepted 

route to follow because it is not limiting in lieu of other design detailing, i.e. the 

colours and textures selected for decoration. 

At Habitat we are most concerned with the contemporary vernacular and 

our R&D indicates that modern bathroom design should be minimalist . The 

this page: Tapitalia
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ideal look will be spacious, simple and yet elegant . 

Few colours are used and if the walls are painted it 

would be in soft , neutral tones. For accents, include 

black / grey tones in an overall palette of ivory and 

white. Lines are simple, surfaces smooth and without 

clutter. The look is unfussy. 

Oren Sachs and Steven Baum at WOMAG 

(World of Marble and Granite) maintain that 

practical functionality and a clean serene feel are 

mandatory elements. As far as modernity they say: 

‘The variety of product on the SA market today 

means that bathroom design is not limited in look 

or feel. Ambience and decor are quintessential in a 

successful bathroom. With the movement towards 

a wellness lifestyle the bathroom is unique in the 

home in offering a level of solitude and tranquility.’ 

And yet , is aesthetics a bathroom prerequisite 

compared to comfort and tranquility?

WOMAG feel that both are equally vital. Among 

cutting-edge trends for 2011 they list : Cladding 

bathrooms with green eco-friendly materials 

like Diamond Stone. ‘Such key elements link 

contemporary bathroom design / decor to nature, 

the anti-bacterial properties of Silestone the 

above: OXO Bathrooms

below: WOMAG (World of Marble and Granite)
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engineered quartz surface is equally in keeping with this 

trend.’

Considering the cost of equipping a new bathroom, 

or renovating an older interior, select the key elements 

carefully. Ensure that their quality will have a longevity to 

match the timelessness of the design. 

Yaniv Belinky of importer Tapitalia defines successful 

bathroom design as: ‘A concept that is inviting with a fresh, 

contemporary feel where ergonomics have been taken into 

account . The layout should be aesthetically and logistically 

pleasing making the bathing experience relaxing and 

rejuvenating.’ 

On modernity he adds: ‘Bathroom design today offers 

futuristic solutions, as is the case with kitchens. The array 

of systems and finishes are able to suit any environment 

with innovations like Blum motion soft-closing drawers and 

integrated handles. Materials such as Corian and similar 

engineered stone products can be used for vanity tops 

and top-integrated basins. Baths can be manufactured in 

the same material, in a variety of formats to complement 

the overall signature. More futuristic tap designs will also 

be available this year and shower heads will be offered 

in a variety of shapes offering built in lights and chromo-

experience re-cycling coloured lights.’

Bath tubs can be located against walls, in corners or can 

free-stand in the centre of the bathing space. Similarly, 

they can be recessed into the floor fully or partially, or 

raised above this level. Modern baths vary in shape with 

the rectangular format being current . Clean lines typify the 

deep acrylic tub that is popular in South Africa because it 

offers durability and ease of maintenance. 

Mark van Kets of SA-manufactured – Boutique Baths 
comments: ‘Bathtubs have evolved to incorporate the latest 

in modern technology, innovative raw materials and up-to-

date finishes. Function hygiene and ease of maintenance 

are paramount factors and yet aesthetics play a vital role; 

below: Cobra Watertech

right: Hansgrohe
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exclusive cutting-edge design is a prerequisite.’ 

A modern bathroom will emphasise straight 

lines through the elements within. Tapware is 

smooth, sculpted and / or geometric in design. 

Basins and vanities can be wall-mounted, recessed, 

partially or fully raised. Popular choices of material 

in SA today include: stainless steel, glass, acrylics 

(for bath and basins) stone (marble / travertine), 

mosaic, ceramic and porcelain for floors. Toilets 

are sculpted one-piece designs, some with flush 

systems recessed into walls (e.g. Geberit). Cabinet 

doors are flush for hygiene / maintenance, and 

to avoid clutter, and may have touch latches to 

enhance the sleek look . Hardware is minimal.

Dorianne Isaacman of Geberit SA champions 

simplicity. She says: ‘Choose quality products that 

are both functional and practical, whilst being 

stylish and elegant; the best are continuously 

being redefined and redesigned to ensure that 

they are cutting-edge. Their aim is to deliver 

performance, reliability and quality. Functionality 

– and hygiene – in the bathroom will depend on 

these products and how they have been installed 

into the shell, i.e. the bricks and mortar. Décor 

and ambience follows as a personal expression. 

Simplicity and integration are keywords for 2011.’

Amraj Lux Dursan of Italtile says ‘Today, there is 

an abundant variety of tiles and fittings available, 

which are more than modern. The Bellagio 

range of taps is an example of a contemporary 

interpretation of a classical style, yet when one 

this page: ON TAP 
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considers modernity the general perception is one of clean 

lines and simple spaces.  

‘Décor and ambience are the catalyst in delivering 

functional, hygienic bathrooms. Lighting aids in forming a 

key connection to function, the ability to create different 

moods using varying solutions. Aesthetics is an ongoing 

bathroom concern because rectangular enclosed spaces 

do not automatically cater for aesthetics. The open-plan 

bathroom, where the toilet is the only element enclosed, is 

now established with bath, shower and hand basins all open 

to the bedroom. This reinforces tranquility and comfort 

while aiding in the decorative palette. It offers much more 

than mere function.

‘This year should see the incorporation of nature into 

bathrooms via large windows and / or actually growing 

plants in bathrooms. This expands the trend towards eco-

friendly modern interior design, which is being explored 

and introduced globally through materials and products 

this page: Italtile
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that impact minimally on the environment . Examples are the Earth and Misingi 

range of tiles from Italtile.’

‘Comfort and tranquility are essential in a bathroom and getting the aesthetics just 

right is an art in itself,’ says Peter Jefferson of ON TAP . ‘Ensure that the bathroom is 

clutter-free and hygiene-friendly. Clever lighting is essential, nobody wants to bathe 

under a spotlight or grope around in the shower.  Baths, showers, toilets and basins 

should be designed for ultimate comfort and aesthetic appeal. 

‘Recent R&D has created spa baths that can be illuminated in different colours, 

free-standing tubs made from QuarryCast – a natural material – extra large or 

double showers and grey water systems that recycle bath water to the garden. Such 

eco-friendly issues will grow in importance, solar heating being high on the list .’

Under-floor heated stone or tile floors add comfort in the cooler seasons but their 

cost in energy is considerable. Larger tiles enlarge the spatial impression, travertine 

and marble are timeless options as is engineered hardwood. Rugs can add colour 

and texture but need to be non-slip and easily cleaned Recessed halogen lighting 

– preferably on a dimmer system – can work to good effect in a modern bathroom; 

this page: Geberit SA
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skylights add natural daylight and aid ventilation. Minimal 

window treatments such as blinds are optimal. 

Alex Tavares of imported OXO Bathrooms is definitive 

insofar as ambience and aesthetics: ‘Simplicity, comfort , 

atmosphere – perhaps a gas fireplace, iPod set up, TV 

/ DVD – and a dimmer system for the lighting. Use the 

space wisely and most importantly make it your own i.e. 

personalise it .

‘The bathroom is a personal place while the kitchen is 

more of a social space. I feel that both should be modern 

but also homely and practical, with a little fun in the mix , 

like a quirky wall-cladding. Décor and ambience should 

this page: Classic Trading
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therefore be right up there with functionality and hygiene. User appeal is what 

makes a successful bathroom.’ 

What of the hardware that make the bathroom work?

Ramielle de Jager of Cobra Watertech: ‘We are always aware of trends in the 

industry, we forecast them while trying to keep up with current directions. Hence, 

as a manufacturer, we have to create products that can contribute to the overall 

aesthetic. Our newer collections were designed recognising that open-plan spaces 

are very much en vogue currently, but also with the incorporation of hygiene and 

functionality as a prerequisite. 

‘Today’s top bathrooms are more a spa-like retreat than just another wet room. 

Aesthetics are of great importance but remember to choose products that will 

contribute to the end result through a positive coordination.’

This comprehensive overview could not be complete without the final touches: 

Floor length mirrors and mirrored tiles are useful fixtures while accessories range 

from magnifying illuminated wall-mounted mirrors to spa baths and tubs. Single-wall 

glass showers with multi-heads in open wet areas will have drain-off floors. In-shower 

saunas are another popular option – enjoy splashing out.

this page: Hansgrohe




